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Kung Fu Panda Lesson 8

Character List                            
Po Shifu Tigress Mantis
Miscellaneous (Crane, Monkey, Viper)

INTERIOR JADE PALACE - MOMENTS LATER
Shifu enters the training hall, only to find himself face-to-face with Po's butt. Shifu and 
the Five are taken aback.

SHIFU: What are you doing here?!

Reveal Po is in the middle of the floor, his legs spread wide apart. Po looks back over 
his shoulder to see Shifu and the Five enter the hall.

PO: Hey! Huh... Good morning, Master! I thought I'd warm up a little.
SHIFU: You're stuck.
PO: Stuck?! Whaa? Pfft... stuck... Yeah, I'm stuck.
SHIFU: (to Crane) Help him

Crane approaches Po.

CRANE: Oh dear.

Crane gingerly grabs Po's waistband and attempts to pull him up by flapping his 
wings.

PO: Maybe on three. One. Two-

Crane pulls him up and Po flops onto his back.

PO: Threeeee. Thank you.
CRANE: Don't mention it.
PO: No really, I appreci—
CRANE: --EVER.
SHIFU: You actually thought you could learn to do a full split in one night? It takes 
years to develop one's flexibility and years longer to apply it in combat.

Shifu flings two boards into the air. Instantly, Tigress leaps up and executes a perfect 
split kick. Po is awestruck. As Tigress lands, the broken chunks of board land all 
around Po, knocking him on the head. Po collects a piece of splintered board as a 
souvenir. Shifu notices and steps forward.

SHIFU: Put that down! The only souvenirs we collect here are bloody knuckles and 
broken bones.
PO: Yeah, excellent!

He laughs excitedly and salutes Shifu.
SHIFU: Let's get started.

MONTAGE
Shifu snaps his fingers. Viper and Po face off.

VIPER: Are you ready?
gingerly-用心深い
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PO: I was born ready—
Viper lashes her tail around Po's wrist, wrenches his arm back, flings him into the air 
and brings him crashing back down on his head.

PO: Eaghhh...
VIPER:I'm sorry, brother! I thought you said you were ready!
PO: That was awesome! Let's go again. (salutes)

Shifu snaps. Monkey twirls a bamboo staff. He lunges at Po who takes a comical 
beating.

Shifu snaps. Po and Crane prepare to spar atop the turtle bowl. CRASH. Po falls in and 
is tossed around like a sack of soup.

Shifu snaps. We see a series of shots of Po falling on his face at the hands of some 
invisible opponent, who turns out to be... Mantis. Shifu smiles. Flat on his back, Po 
manages a salute. Shifu has had it.

SHIFU: I've been taking it easy on you, panda, but no more! Your next opponent... 
will be me.

Po looks excited.

PO: Alright! Let's go!

The Five exchange worried looks.

SHIFU: (to Po) Step forth.

Po doesn't even finish the step as Shifu whirls him around and throws him to the floor 
pinning his arm behind him.

SHIFU: The true path to victory is to find your opponent's weakness and make him 
suffer for it.
PO: (delighted) Oh, yeah!

Shifu whips Po around again.

SHIFU: To take his strength and use it against him.

Again, this time Shifu holds Po by the nose.

SHIFU: --until he finally falls, or quits.

Po is totally inspired.

PO: But a real warrior never quits. Don't worry, Master, I will never quit!

At his breaking point, Shifu flings Po into the air and then leaps at him with a flying 
kick.

inspired –元気
げ ん き

づける breaking point-極限
きょくげん
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EXTERIOR. TRAINING HALL – CONTINUOUS
Po crashes out of the door and tumbles down the steps. The Five watch him fall.

TIGRESS: If he's smart, he won't come back up those steps.
MONKEY: But he will.
VIPER: He's not gonna quit, is he?
MANTIS: He's not gonna quit bouncin', I'll tell ya that.
Cut WIDE as Po continues to tumble.

1) What was Po trying to do when he got stuck?
He was trying to do the splits.

2) What souvenirs do they collect in the training hall?
They collect bloodied knuckles and broken bones.

3) What happens when Po fights each of the Furious Five?
He loses the fight very badly.

4) What does Po tell Shifu that makes Shifu angry?
He tells Shifu that he will never give up.

INTERIOR BUNKHOUSE – EVENING
Close on Po, who grimaces.

PO: Aaaoo...whoohoo...EEEee...hee-hee... I thought you said acupuncture would 
make me feel better.

Mantis pops up from behind Po holding a handful of needles and sticks Po again.

MANTIS: Trust me, it will. It's just not easy finding the right nerve points under all 
this—
PO: Fat?
MANTIS: Fur, I was gonna say fur.
PO: Sure you were.
MANTIS: Who am I to judge a warrior based on his size? I mean -- look at me.

Po looks for Mantis...

MANTIS: I'm over here.

...But Mantis is now on his other shoulder. He jabs another needle into Po.

PO: Ow!
VIPER: Maybe you should take a look at this again.

Viper is holding a diagram of acupuncture meridians (onto which someone has 
overlaid a drawing of a panda.)

MANTIS: (re: diagram) Oh! Okay.

Quick cuts to Monkey meditating in his room and Crane doing calligraphy in his. 
Po's yelps distract them.

tumble-転ぶ grimaces -しかめっ面
つら

する       acupuncture -鍼
はり

治療
ちりょう

    

diagram -図表
ずひょう

meridians –経路
け い ろ

の     meditating -瞑想している

calligraphy -書道
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PO: Ow! Don't... (laughing) Stop it, stop-- Yow! I know Master Shifu's trying to inspire 
me and all, but if I didn't know any better, I'd say he was trying to get rid of me.

Po chuckles. The others look at each other and chuckle awkwardly.

MANTIS: I know he can seem kind of heartless—

He violently jabs another needle in Po.

MANTIS: But, ya know, he wasn't always like that.
VIPER: According to legend, there was once a time when Master Shifu actually used 
to smile.
PO: No.
MANTIS: Yes.

Cut to Tigress out in the hallway. She can hear them talking.

VIPER: But that was before...
PO: Before what?

Tigress enters.

TIGRESS: Before Tai Lung.

Crane's shadow is silhouetted on the wall.

CRANE: Uh yeah, we're not really supposed to talk about him.
TIGRESS: Well, if he's going to stay here, he should know.
PO: (trying to ease the tension) Guys, guys. I know about Tai Lung.

Tigress turns to Po.

PO: He was a student, the first ever to master the thousand...

Tigress approaches Po and leans in towards him.

PO: (nervously trailing off)...scrolls of... kung fu... and... then he turned bad... and 
now he's in jail.

Tigress shakes her head at the panda's ignorance.

TIGRESS: He wasn't just a student.

5) What did Mantis do to try to help Po feel better?
He did acupuncture to try to help Po feel better.

6) What did Tai Lung master?
He mastered the thousand scrolls of Kung Fu.

violently -激
はげ

しく according to-による silhouetted -シルエット   
tension -緊張

きんちょう

ignorance -無知
む ち
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Vocabulary
gingerly-用心深い inspired –元気

げ ん き

づける breaking point-極限
きょくげん

grimaces -しかめっ面
つら

するacupuncture -鍼
はり

治療
ちりょう

diagram -図表
ずひょう

meridians –経路
け い ろ

の meditating -瞑想している calligraphy -書道

violently -激
はげ

しく according to-による      silhouetted -シルエット

tension -緊張
きんちょう

ignorance -無知
む ち

Comprehension Questions
1) What was Po trying to do when he got stuck?

He was trying to do the splits.

2) What souvenirs do they collect in the training hall?
They collect bloodied knuckles and broken bones.

3) What happens when Po fights each of the Furious Five?
He loses the fight very badly.

4) What does Po tell Shifu that makes Shifu angry?
He tells Shifu that he will never give up.

5) What did Mantis do to try to help Po feel better?
He did acupuncture to try to help Po feel better.

6) What did Tai Lung master?
He mastered the thousand scrolls of Kung Fu.
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